
 

 

 

 

 

 

Foreword 

This two-installment article is the third in a series for Family Systems Forum about Bowen family 
systems theory and emotional process in society. Here I will describe the perspective I bring to using this 
natural systems theory to study societal behavior and functioning. In the second installment, I will 
consider how Bowen theory may be a powerful tool to address public policy questions, especially those of 
an ecological nature. This article is part of a work in progress. Indeed, as I was wrapping it up, I found 
myself thinking more deeply about possible correlations among technological innovation, instinct and 
regression and where these ideas might take me in my next step toward a beginning theory of society as 
an emotional system. 

Introduction 

I have lived in Dorchester County on Maryland’s Eastern Shore since early 2007. Barely above sea level 
(with a maximum elevation of about fifty-seven feet), Dorchester lies between Chesapeake Bay and the 
Atlantic Ocean. Among Maryland’s largest counties, with a shoreline over 1,500 miles in length, 
Dorchester’s extensive marshes possess an ethereal beauty that makes it a mecca for plein air artists. That 
beauty, however, masks a fragility to which humanity has contributed through its ever-increasing 
interactions with the land and water on which human welfare depends. 

Living in and exploring Dorchester County and its environs have greatly enlarged my capacity to “see,” 
to understand at a deeper level of my being, that the human is part of all life on Earth and that it needs 
other life forms to sustain itself. I have come to believe that human life and health are inextricably 
intertwined with the health of the land and waters, within an even larger, more complex physical 
environment. From that understanding flows a further belief that grasping the challenges humans face in 
the 21st century and successfully addressing them requires acknowledgment, acceptance and 
understanding of the many interdependencies among living systems and the physical environments 
shaping them. Almost always, examination of complex societal questions requires looking at their 
biological underpinnings.  

Along with its power to address family issues, I think that, in significant measure, Bowen theory can 
examine the behavior and functioning of larger natural systems, such as the ecosystems in which humans 
live, breathe and have their being (and ultimately die). As a natural systems theory, it is grounded in 
evolution and based on observations of humans in their physical and social environments.  

The Encarta Dictionary: English (North America) (November 12, 2012) defines an “ecosystem” as 
“organisms and their environment,” specifically “a localized group of interdependent organisms together 
with the environment that they inhabit and depend on.” It defines “environment” in several ways, three of 
which are useful to the study of emotional systems at the societal level:  

1. “surrounding influence, “all the external factors influencing the life and activity of people, 
plants and animals”;  

2. “the natural world, especially when it is regarded as being at risk from the harmful influences 
of human activities”; 

3. “a set of external conditions, especially those addressing a particular activity (usually in 
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combination).”  

Eight integrated concepts (differentiation of self, nuclear family emotional process, family projection 
process, multigenerational transmission process, the triangle, sibling position, emotional cutoff, and 
emotional process in society) comprise Bowen theory. In the mid-1960s, Murray Bowen, MD, integrated 
the first six into a natural systems theory of the family. In the 1970s, he added the final two, as well as his 
hypothesis of the biological underpinnings of societal regressions. Bowen put together evidence showing 
how families and the larger society mutually  influence  and  are  influenced  by  each  other. His  work 

demonstrated that triangles are the basic building block of all human emotional systems and function the 
same way in societal relationship systems as in families. In the regression hypothesis, he held out the 
possibility that the theory would prove robust enough to extend to the functioning of the ecosystems on 
which human societies depend for their survival, security and wellbeing.  

The hypothesis also implicates human technological conditioning of the environment as a possible driver 
of the regression that seems to be accelerating the human’s disharmony with the rest of life on Earth. 
When one examines many technological advances during World War II (and other wars), as well as such 
phenomena as the ecological devastation of the Great Plains of North America during the latter half of the 
19th and first half of the 20th centuries, one can often discern an almost instinctual component driving those 
efforts. Further, examining the “technology” other species employ to condition their environments 
demonstrates that such modification of the environment is not unique to humans and that instinct plays an 
important role in it. If human technological conditioning does have an instinctual (automatic) character as 
humans adapt to life’s circumstances, it should not be surprising that humans, at least under certain 
conditions, will exhibit an automatic tendency to focus on benefits conferred by technological 
adaptations, especially in the near term, rather than their possible long-term consequences.   

Instincts for Survival, Security and Wellbeing: Individuality and Togetherness 

Like all other species on Earth, humans depend on other life forms to sustain themselves, creating 
intricate interdependencies. The health of humans, of the life forms that sustain them, of the lands and 
waters essential to life on Earth, and of the larger physical environment are inextricably intertwined. 

Like other animals, humans possess an instinctual force to survive and reproduce. This drive 
automatically operates at deep levels to promote survival, security and wellbeing. However, nature is at 
once prolific and parsimonious: life is produced in abundance, yet not all life will survive to reproduce 
and rear a new generation. Life is constantly being recycled. For example, in Dorchester County, one 
often comes across turkey or black vultures dining on the carcasses of road kill. In my garden, I can watch 
caterpillars munching on milkweed (or parsley), as they prepare to metamorphose into Monarch (or 
Swallowtail) butterflies. With a burgeoning human population, which exploits Earth’s resources and 
pollutes the planet, Earth and the life it sustains struggle to survive the unintended consequences of 
humanity’s instinctual functioning over millennia.  

Like members of other social species, humans’ survival, security and wellbeing require that they be part 
of a social group on which they depend (wholly, for at least for part of their lives). Humans seem to have 
an instinctual drive to live in groups. External threats to survival, security or wellbeing heighten the 
intensity of this need. 

Bowen recognized the power of this togetherness force, noting that he did not see the need to worry that 
there might ever be too much individuality. By this, I believe he understood the togetherness force to 
favor group over individual survival, thereby exerting strong pressures on members to conform to the 
group’s imperatives. Within a corresponding force for individuality, Bowen included not only the 
instinctual force to survive and reproduce but also the capacity for functioning autonomously, within 
limits, and a capacity for self-regulation.  

In The Social Conquest of Earth, evolutionary biologist E.O. Wilson explains a shift in his views about 
the operation of natural selection in the evolution of social species. He describes natural selection as 



simultaneously operating at two levels, the individual and the group, in producing sociality. This two-
level process introduces tensions into group living. The individual’s instinct for survival and reproduction 
is not wholly compatible with the survival of every member of the group, particularly in times of scarce 
resources. Thus, within a group there will be competition for resources necessary for survival and 
reproduction. However, since togetherness confers advantages to the group and, on average, to its 
individual members, social species have evolved some capacity for regulating individual functioning to 
foster a capacity for cooperation and collaboration among group members. Indeed, within a species, 
groups with greater capacity for working together fare better, overall, than groups with more limited 
capacity for collaboration and cooperation, particularly when competing with other groups for resources.  

From such an evolutionary perspective, societies that can strike an appropriate balance between within-
group competition (arising from individual-level selection) and within-group cooperation and 
collaboration (arising from group-level selection) will generally fare better both individually and 
collectively than groups that go too far in one direction or the other. When a society cannot achieve or 
sustain an appropriate balance, it will experience increasing difficulty in achieving its potential and 
sustaining itself over time. (Another evolutionary biologist, David Sloan Wilson, discusses religion as an 
adaptive mechanism for regulating within-group behavior to foster the capacity for collaboration and 
cooperation. See Wilson 2002.) 

E.O. Wilson proposes that the tensions in humanity arising from this dual-level selection place each 
human in an “eternally” dynamic position of having to strike a balance between grabbing all for self and 
regulating self in a manner that is good for self and good for the group. 

Today the human species appears to have become the steward of the health of the planet and the life it 
sustains. Human population growth and density no longer seem effectively checked by natural forces 
alone, such as famine, disease and drought. Today humans can no longer rely on Nature to check 
acquisitive instincts toward unbridled excesses that threaten Earth’s capacity to sustain human life. 

Increasingly intense patterns of reactivity threaten to tear human societies apart, with less and less 
capacity for within-group cooperation and collaboration. Elements in particular societies seem to be 
flourishing, but often at the expense of others, who more frequently and intensely insist on a fairer share 
of available resources.  

Looking comparatively at what is happening around the globe, we see similar patterns of societal 
disruption and of trying to fix problems of balance, while striving to maintain or restore order and civility 
– with frustrations at the failure of restorative fixes. 

As Bowen wrote, his theory is: 

about the functioning of the emotional system in man. In broad terms, the emotional system is conceived to 
be the function of the life forces inherited from his phylogenetic past, that he shares with the lower forms, 
and that governs the subhuman part of man. It would be synonymous with instinct, if instinct is considered to 
be the forces that operate automatically. The intellectual system is conceived to be the function of his highly 
developed cerebral cortex. The emotional and feeling systems are interconnected, each influencing the other. 
The feeling system is a bridge between the emotional and intellectual systems through which subjective states 
from the upper levels of the emotional system are registered in the cerebral cortex. This theory postulates that 
more of man’s life and behavior is governed by automatic emotional forces than he can easily admit.  
(Bowen, 423) 

Bowen captured in the scale of differentiation the varying capacity of individuals to achieve an 
appropriate balance between the two life forces. The higher an individual’s level of differentiation is, the 
greater capacity the individual has for appropriate self-regulation that is good for self, good for the group, 
and, perhaps, even good for Earth.  

 

 



Bowen Theory: A Pathway to Harmony 

Wilson identifies “three great pathways to learning”: the social sciences, the humanities and natural 
history. The first two deal with proximate causation, and the third, with ultimate causation. Wilson 
stresses that “put[ting] together both proximate and ultimate causes . . . [is] the key to [human] self-

understanding”: 

How to think out and deal with the eternal ferment generated by multilevel selection is the role of the social 
sciences and humanities. How to explain it is the role of the natural sciences, which, if successful, should 
make the pathways to harmony among the three great branches of learning easier to create. The social 
sciences and humanities are devoted to the proximate, outwardly expressed phenomena of human sensations 
and thought. In the same way that descriptive natural history is related to biology,  the  social  sciences  are  
related to human self-understanding (242, emphasis added). 

Bowen theory offers one such “pathway to harmony” by providing a framework to put together proximate 
and ultimate causes, allowing human beings, in Wilson’s words, “to see ourselves as we truly are and 
then to explore outside the box.” (242, emphasis added). Further, the framework of Bowen theory, 
especially the concepts of the triangle and emotional process in society (and emotional cutoff and 
multigenerational transmission process), and the societal regression hypothesis, provide the means to 
“explore outside the box,” navigating among levels of functioning affected through a process of natural 
selection that operates simultaneously at group and individual levels. In particular, the regression 
hypothesis postulates, in effect, that humanity’s disharmonious relationship with the rest of nature might 
explain in significant measure the global reactivity to perceived imbalances, especially in access to 
resources deemed necessary to human survival, security and wellbeing.  

Like other organisms, humans, from genetic and cellular levels to cultural ones, continually react and 
respond to their social and physical environments, especially to threats that affect the survival, security or 
wellbeing of the parties involved. They influence what they encounter in their environments, and what 
they encounter automatically influences them. This emotional process is ongoing and reciprocal.   

Interdependent Members 

But as members of a social species, humans are not fully autonomous but function as interdependent 
members of relationship systems. While there are many kinds of human relationship systems, the family 
generally serves as the unit for reproduction and development of offspring, as well as a basic economic 
unit. (See Comella, 2010a.) Observations of nuclear and multigenerational family functions, which were 
foundational evidence for Bowen theory, established that families are emotional systems. Evidence 
supporting, in particular, the concept of emotional process in society demonstrated that all human 
relationship systems, from the family to the totality of society, are emotional systems. The societal 
regression hypothesis, if proven valid, would extend human relationship systems to include ecosystems of 
which humans are an interdependent part.  

In an emotional system, the parties function dynamically, reciprocally and interdependently in 
relationship to each other and to external factors in their larger social and physical environments. They 
exist and function in a context of relationships in which they define and redefine, create and recreate, 
indeed, co-create their existence. In an ongoing process of interdependencies, changes in one part of the 
system trigger changes in other parts of the system.  

The reactivity of living systems permits them to detect threats. Bowen theory distinguishes between 
imminent threats (“real threats”) and threats that may or may not materialize (“imaginary threats”). 
Evolution has programmed organisms to react to imminent threats automatically and instinctively upon 
detection, which may occur out of awareness of the intellectual system. Bowen theory calls reactivity to 
imminent threat “acute anxiety” and reactivity to threats that may or may not materialize “chronic 
anxiety.” In reaction to imaginary threats, organisms exhibit sustained states of vigilance to detect 
materialization of potential threats and sustained preparedness to respond. In human organisms, 
intellectual functioning, which is necessary to focus on the long-term implications of actions, erodes 



when exposed to chronic, sustained threat conditions.  

Functioning within an emotional system is context-specific. Bowen theory assists in seeing both the 
functioning and the context and in assessing how they interrelate and unfold over time, as circumstances 
change. The theory also provides a way of correlating present functioning with past functioning. In 
situations of escalating, chronic, and sustained anxiety, Bowen theory can, within limits, be predictive of 
future functioning. In particular, using the principles of the triangle (Bowen, 478ff.), the theory can, 
within limits, predict the circumstances under which the functioning of a third party in a triangle can 
assist the other two parties in lowering the intensity in their relationship with each other (without merely 
transferring their reactivity to the third party or the larger social and physical systems in which the three 
are functioning). As will be discussed in the second installment of this paper (“Formulating Public Policy 
in Times of Regression”), the principles of the triangle can be used to construct “pathways to harmony” in 
dealing with complex societal issues. Such pathways would be emotional systems of interlocking 
triangles in which at least one participant consistently works at managing self in accordance with the 
principles of the triangle.  

Levels of Natural Systems: Sub-Cellular to Ecological 

One can profitably contrast an excerpt from “An Odyssey Toward Science,” Bowen’s epilogue to Family 

Evaluation, with wording from a New Yorker editorial about the choice for President on the eve of the 
2012 election (“Comment: The Choice.” October 28 – November 5, 2012 issue. 35 et seq.). The first 
provides an overview of the complex natural system of systems called the “self.” The second offers a 
political perspective on human emotional functioning in the United States on Inauguration Day 2009. 

In the epilogue Bowen describes individual human functioning in terms of a natural system (the 
individual “self”) that itself is a multi-level emotional system of emotional sub-systems:  

The concept of “differentiation of self” [and] its companion concept, “the emotional system,” are essential in 
family systems theory. . . . The “self” is composed of constitutional, physical, physiological, biological, 
genetic and cellular reactivity factors, as they move in unison with psychological factors. On a simple level, 
it is composed of the confluence of the more fixed personality factors as they move in unison with rapidly 
moving psychological states. Each factor influences and is influenced by the others. The psychological is the 
easiest to be influenced by the individual. . . . The psychological includes relationship factors from the past 
and the present that influence the individual. . . . Many people are completely dependent on evolution to raise 
or lower “differentiation” in a lifetime. Family systems theory contains several concepts through which 
psychological states can be modified. These include the concepts of the “emotional system,” “triangles,” and 
the “multigen-erational transmission process.” (342, emphasis added) 

The New Yorker tries to describe the functioning of the marketplace under the great stress of economic 
downturn. Its basic point is that the marketplace, serving as a bastion of private interests, has also been 
charged with looking after the public good, to society’s detriment. From the vantage of Bowen theory, the 
description appears symptomatic of an unfolding regression in which multiple levels of society fail to act 
responsibly or appropriately in balancing private and societal interests, in consequence of which societal 
and private interests become conflated. The events appear to reflect a fundamental failure to understand 
that being for self and being for the group are the responsibility of an entire society, individually and 
collectively: 

On Inauguration Day [2009], the United States was in a downward financial spiral brought about by 
predatory lending, legally sanctioned greed and pyramid schemes, an economic policy geared to the priorities 
and comforts of what soon came to be called “the one per cent,” and deregulation that began before the Bush 
Presidency. In 2008 alone, more than two and one half million jobs were lost – up to three-quarters of a 
million a month. The gross domestic product was shrinking at a rate of nine percent. Housing prices 
collapsed. Credit markets collapsed. The stock market collapsed – and, with it, the retirement prospects of 
millions. Foreclosures and evictions were ubiquitous; whole neighborhoods and towns emptied. The 
automobile industry appeared to be headed for bankruptcy. Banks as large as Lehman Brothers were dead, 
and other banks were floundering. It was a crisis of historic dimensions and global ramifications. However 



skillful the management in Washington, the slump was bound to last longer than the Great Depression. (35 et 
seq).  

Although The New Yorker gives a clear sense of intense emotional process operating at multiple societal 
levels, its perspective, emphasizing financial, economic and political distress, does not facilitate 
understanding of movement among the reactive elements or of navigation of the relationship systems 
implicated by the description. (To be fair, that was not the editors’ intent. Their purpose was to provide a 
political perspective that formed the basis for the endorsement of a particular candidate.) As such, the 
editorial does not offer insight (other than for whom to vote) into what it might take to interrupt such a 
downward spiral in functioning.  

Single Theoretical Framework 

In contrast, Bowen theory offers a way to join within a single theoretical framework political, economic 
and financial functioning with functioning at the biological level, where so many of the consequences of 
inappropriate balancing of individual and societal (and ecological) interests are experienced. As the 
excerpt about the “self” suggests, Bowen theory offers a way to move among and within the (often) many 
levels of dynamic functioning of complex natural systems. 

The first six concepts of Bowen theory describe the functioning of families at the levels of the individual, 
the nuclear family of which the individual is a member, the extended family, and the multi-generational 
family. They permit us to obtain an integrated view of individual and family functioning across 
generations. With the theory’s expansion in the 1970s, it became possible to examine societal emotional 
functioning at multiple levels and understand how societal components also function as emotional 
systems and interrelate within, between and among the various levels as a natural system in which the 
components, which themselves are natural systems, mutually influence and are influenced by the other 
components. With the societal regression hypothesis, it is possible to integrate and understand 
interdependencies among natural systems at all levels of organization, including the ecosystems on which 
humans depend. This aspect of Bowen theory gives it potentially tremendous power to tackle complex 
environmental and ecological issues and perhaps provide a “pathway to harmony.” 

Technology, Instinct and Societal Regression 

For many years, my professional work has involved regulation of dangerous technologies, misuse of 
which could result in ecological disasters. That work has led me to consider whether technological 
innovation might, in some instances, take on an instinctive character in which consideration of potential 
negative long-term consequences is sacrificed to secure near-term benefits.  

My initial interest began in the 1990s (Comella 1995) with a 1952 paper about relationships between 
population dynamics and social behavior written by John B. Calhoun.1 This noted behavioral researcher at 
the National Institute of Mental Health helped me to see that technological conditioning of the 
environment is not unique to humans. He wrote: 

Wherever animals live they are constantly altering the environment about them. . . . [i.e.] biologically 
conditioning the environment. . . . [which] has repeatedly been shown to alter the welfare of existing 
members of a population as well as the density exhibited by later generations.  

[S]ociality is a factor in affecting the welfare of the group. There is a tendency among many animals toward 
group activity, the result of which ameliorates the environment so that their physiology is more efficient or 
their survival rate is increased.… Beyond a certain point the same activity may become deleterious as the 
participating group increases in numbers, to the point that the formerly beneficial activity lowers survival rate 
or physiological efficiency. The merits of any social behavior are thus relative to the conditions and history 
of the group within which they occur. As soon as animals begin to condition their environment through the 
elaboration of relatively permanent artifacts, such as trails, nests, burrows, and the like, biological 
conditioning assumes a more definite cultural aspect.… [B]eyond such primary functions, [artifacts] . . . 
further serve as a physical mold in which the social matrix takes its form (Calhoun 1952, 142-143).  



The beaver (Castor spp.), “a primarily nocturnal, large, semi-aquatic rodent,” provides a good example of 
biological conditioning of the environment that is also “technological” in nature: beavers select sites for 
their dams, harvest resources to build them, and adapt the dams to conditions encountered. Conditioning 
also has an instinctual character, evidenced, for example, in their basic lodge plans, and harvesting and 
building “equipment”:  

Beavers are known for building dams, canals, and lodges (homes). . . . Their colonies create one or more 
dams to provide still, deep water to protect against predators, and to float food and building material 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beaver, accessed 8 Oct 2011). 

The beaver lives in a dynamic physical environment constantly changed through beaver engineering. 
Beavers “know” what’s good for beaver society by way of resources and the use and shaping of those 
resources. Ultimately, beavers must move on to colonize new water-based ecosystems, leaving behind an 
altered environment for reuse and colonization by other species.  

In thinking about such recent ecological disasters as the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion and 
fire in the Gulf of Mexico and the severe 2011 accidents at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan, I 
note that these disasters had strong technological and anthropogenic characteristics and did harm at 
multiple levels of life.  

For example, in Fukushima, there was willful disregard of evidence from operating experience with 
nuclear power facilities and about past natural catastrophes that had predictive value with respect to future 
recurrence. In the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe, technological applications went beyond the underlying 
science regarding their safe and prudent use and involved underestimation or lack of acknowledgment of 
the uncertainties about risks if things went wrong, including large-scale environmental contamination, 
loss of life, and other significant risks at multiple societal and ecological levels.  

Instinct and Innovation 

Thinking of such examples spurred my interest in looking more broadly and deeply at the role that 
instinct might play in human technological innovation. Specifically, I have tried to understand better 
when instinct might play a role in shaping innovation, including the degree to which the physical and 
social environments might have limited consideration of potential long-term deleterious effects. The 
examination is necessarily post hoc but nevertheless has predictive value when used in the context of a 
natural systems framework such as Bowen theory. Examples abound of technological innovation that 
achieved near-term benefits but later exhibited unexpected longer-term consequences. Their sheer number 
suggests that instinctually driven technological innovation may be strongly implicated in the kind of 
societal regression Bowen described.  

The instinctual life forces of individuality (which promotes individual survival, security and wellbeing) 
and  togetherness (which promotes survival, security and wellbeing of the group) operate automatically. 
At the level of survival, technological conditioning applies knowledge and experience to solving practical 
problems of living in the here and now. Under conditions posing threats to survival, security or wellbeing, 
particularly of a sustained nature, a major aim of technological conditioning would be removal or 
mitigation of threats. The greater or more proximate the threat, the more the focus would be on near-term, 
rather than long-term, effects. In exigent circumstances, such as wartime, when prompt, effective action is 
necessary to survive or restore security or wellbeing, the instinctual character of response becomes clear.  

The Manhattan Project 

The Manhattan Project provides a good example of wartime exigency to achieve technological 
breakthroughs as quickly as practicable, for the stated purpose of early victory with lessened loss of life. 
Its instinctual character is evident from the focus on near-term breakthroughs, with deferred attention to 
possible unintended consequences. The post-World War II “Atoms for Peace” program reflected a desire 
to apply outcomes of wartime military research to civilian applications of atomic energy. Both 
technological and cultural elaboration (including legal, regulatory, administrative and procedural rules 



and practices) was (and continues to be) used to regulate and control civilian applications, albeit 
imperfectly, as Fukushima and other severe accidents demonstrate. International instruments and 
standards to strengthen the safety, security and safeguarding of applications of the atom continue to be 
elaborated and implemented in response to emergent circumstances. In the context of this paper, efforts to 
use the atom for peaceful purposes show that effective regulation and control of technologies with 
potential for deleterious consequences for the health of humans, of life forms that sustains them and of the 
planet require continuing vigilance and response as circumstances demand. (To understand this 
governance process and see how it has unfolded for several generations, the website of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, Austria, provides an excellent resource: www.iaea.org.)  

Many examples of ecological degradation illustrate an instinctual component to human technological 
innovation. The discussion below offers examples from agriculture and its continued industrialization, 
beginning with the ecological catastrophe known as the “Dust Bowl.” 

The Dust Bowl of the American prairies during the 1930s had both climatic and anthropogenic origins. 
The greatest contribution to the devastation appears to have come from poor agricultural practices during 
a preceding wet period, when the land was first disrupted. This set the stage for drought and winds to  
exacerbate erosion greatly, triggering foreclosures, abandonment of farms, and mass migrations from the 
prairies. (See Egan, 2006.) Although many remained on the land during the epochal collapse of this vast 
ecosystem, mass migration and abandonment of farms set the stage for aggregation of deserted farms into 
larger holdings suitable for industrial-scale agricultural practices.  

Unintended Consequences 

Modern industrialized agricultural and animal husbandry practices demonstrate unintended consequences 
of technological innovation. In the short term, food yields have risen enormously, sustaining billions of 
humans. However, the practices have raised significant concerns about their long-term sustainability.  

According to the final report in 2008 of the Pew Commission on Industrial Farm Animal Production 
(“Pew Report”), in the post-WWII economy, the “Green Revolution” from the 1940s through the 1960s 
transformed agricultural productivity worldwide through reliance on genetic selection of seeds, irrigation, 
and chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Unintended consequences of the technological innovations 
emerged somewhat later, including aquifer depletion (from irrigation), groundwater contamination (from 
pesticides), and excess nutrient runoff (from fertilizers). (Pew Report, 6)  

Depleted Aquifer 

For example, the Ogallala Aquifer, which underlies much of an area stretching from South Dakota to 
Texas, is being drawn down at a rate “eight times faster than nature can replenish it.” Drawdown supports 
industrial agricultural practices through “a vast infrastructure of pumps and pipes that reach deep into the 
Ogallala Aquifer, which is the nation’s largest source of underground fresh water.” (Egan, 310) 

Industrial Farm Animal Production (IFAP), which emphasizes production efficiency and cost 
minimization, gives examples of unintended consequences of feeding the world’s rapidly growing human 
population:  

For most of the past 10,000 years, agricultural practice and animal husbandry were more or less sustainable, 
as measured by the balance between agricultural inputs and outputs and ecosystem health, given the human 
population and rate of consumption. IFAP systems, on the other hand, have shifted to a focus on growing 
animals as units of protein production. Rather than balancing the natural productivity of the land to produce 
crops to feed animals, IFAP imports feed and medicines to ensure that the animals make it to market weight 
in the shortest time possible. Animals and their waste are concentrated and may well exceed the capacity of 
the land to produce feed or absorb the waste. Not surprisingly, the rapid ascendance of IFAP has produced 

unintended and often unanticipated environmental and public health concerns. (Pew Report, 23). 

IFAP facilities produce food animals with proven efficiency. Operators can produce more food more 



quickly and in larger quantities, often with greater control over factors that influence production and with 
achievement of greater economies of scale and lower cost per unit, albeit assisted by U.S. government 
policies that lower the costs of production. Externalization of costs to society and the environment  lowers  
the  apparent cost  of  production  as well. (Pew Report, 6-7).  

Transfer of Production Costs 

Inadequate management of industrial-scale agricultural processes also results in transfer of production 
costs to the land, water and society rather than to the producer and/or consumer. In effect, costs are borne 
by those who are not direct beneficiaries and/or allocated to future generations. 

Federal and state governments can regulate Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs), IFAP 
facilities that concentrate animals at high densities, in efforts to control environmental impacts. (See, for 
example, the website for U.S. EPA Region 7.) Concern about externalized costs and risks from CAFOs 
has expressed itself in litigation brought by concerned third parties in citizen suits. Kirby 2010 describes 
some of the litigation in detail. Of particular interest are the discussions of evidence underpinning the 
suits, particularly regarding waste management practices having adverse effects on air, water and soils, 
especially in fragile ecosystems. CAFOs vastly increase and concentrate animal waste products, as do 
wastes from slaughterhouses. The soil often cannot recycle wastes on the scales produced, which in turn 
can adversely affect water quality from runoff, including the capacity of affected waters to support 
sustainable populations of fish and shellfish. Affected waters can also carry pathogens holding public 
health risks for humans coming in contact with the water. There are also concerns about uses of 
antibiotics, antimicrobials and hormones in animal feed to prevent disease and accelerate growth to 
market size. (Pew Report, 6-7.) Consistent with Calhoun’s observations of the sometimes deleterious 
effects of increased population density, animals raised in CAFOs appear to have sacrificed some degree 
of health. It further appears that emergent chronic disease processes in the human may be tied to 
consumption of industrially produced food. 

Short-Term Thinking 

Not a new phenomenon, short-term thinking has accelerated post-WWII from, among other things, efforts 
to feed a globally burgeoning human population. The discussion here provides a glimpse into aspects of 
societal emotional process that appears to have instinctual underpinnings. Specifically, externalization of 
costs to the future implies a focus on near-term gains without sufficient regard to long-term societal and 
ecological consequences.  

E.O. Wilson wrote: 

Ten thousand years ago, the Neolithic revolution began to yield vastly larger amounts of food from cultivated 
crops and livestock, allowing rapid growth in human populations. But that advance did not change human 

nature. People simply increased their numbers as fast as the rich resources allowed. As food again inevitably 
became the limiting factor, they obeyed the territorial imperative. Their descendants have never changed. . . . 

The struggle to control vital resources continues globally, and it is getting worse. The problem arose because 

humanity failed to seize the great opportunity given it at the dawn of the Neolithic Era. It might then have 
halted population growth below the constraining minimum limit. As a species, we did the opposite. There 
was no way to foresee the consequences of our initial success. We simply took what was given us and 

continued to multiply and consume in blind obedience to instincts inherited from our humbler, more 

brutally constrained Paleolithic ancestors (Wilson 2012, 76, emphasis added).  

In thinking about humans who might get beyond blind obedience to instincts, Bowen wrote: 

The type of man who survives that [final major crisis] will be one who can live in better harmony with 
nature. This prediction is based on knowledge about the nature of man as an instinctual being, and on 
stretching existing thinking as far as it can go. There are many questions about what man can do about his 
environmental crisis. The thesis here is that he might modify his future course if he can gain some control 
over his reaction to anxiety and his ‘instinctual’ emotional reactiveness, and begin taking constructive action 
based on his fund of knowledge and on logical thinking (281). 



Conclusion 

In the first installment of this article, I have tried to describe why Bowen theory can be used as a tool to 
inform the development of public policy, particularly around societal-level issues that are inherently 
biological and ecological in nature. Addressing such issues requires consideration of the interplay 
between intellectual content and emotional process. Both must be addressed in order to arrive at more 
thoughtful outcomes, especially during periods of intense emotional reactivity. In the second installment, 
I will present examples from experience that demonstrate such interplay, underscore my belief that 
Bowen theory can assist in dealing with the emotional intensity that often attends the effort to address 
complex, controversial public policy questions, and offer glimpses of how it might be done. 
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In this second installment of an article begun in the spring 2013 Family Systems Forum, I will discuss 
how Bowen theory applies to addressing complex, multi-disciplinary questions with no single solution 
that require careful balancing of competing interests. I also will describe how Bowen theory can serve as 
a framework to create practical working systems to lay sound foundations to develop public policy. (Part 
1 is available at csnsf.org.) 

This paper postulates that many public policy decisions take place in the context of a prolonged societal 
regression, brought about partially by the increased pace of technological innovation after World War II, 
an expanding human population, ecological degradation and economic inequality. It understands that this 
regression correlates with humanity’s disharmonious relationship with the rest of Nature, and that various 
instinctive human actions together create that disharmony. Examined in the framework of Bowen theory, 
many complex societal issues implicate human emotional functioning at the biological level. These issues 
can affect decision-making on even the most local policy level. 

Many contemporary challenges pose risks for survival, security or wellbeing of humans or of the 
organisms or resources on which humans depend. Addressing them requires collaboration and 
cooperation across disciplines and levels of society. Yet intense pressure for fast fixes, coupled with 
technological ability to transmit information at ever-higher speeds, overwhelms human capacity to 
respond in ways that are not reactive and automatic (instinctual). As attention spans become shorter and 
compromised and planning horizons shrink to the near term, the quality of problem solving decreases. 
Efforts emphasize differences, polarities and dichotomies. Addressing the intellectual component of 
problem-solving is insufficient. Emotional aspects must also be considered. 

Bowen theory facilitates asking questions to define the appropriate unit of study for an issue and 
determining the various emotional units involved. Studying societal issues and their larger ecological 
context must consider dynamic interactions, internal and external to the society, over time. Hence, one 
must leave the “box” imposed by artificial constraints on time, space or conceptual framework that limit 
full exploration of the natural systems involved in an issue. Rather than imposing such limitations, Bowen 
theory can examine human emotional functioning, specifically human relationship systems, from the 
“self,” to whole ecosystems in which “selfs” live.  

Bowen theory tells us one cannot understand an issue and the emotional reactivity around it without 
understanding its history, which provides a sense of the degree to which it affects functioning at the 
biological level. If biological functioning is implicated, the broader ecological context must be examined. 
History will also provide insight about the parties that form the emotional system.  

Presenting Symptoms and Underlying Threats 

While many challenges facing human societies have consequences at the biological level, these effects 
may not reach proportions that compel action for years. Often, the wrong problems are addressed because 
the biological implications or their significance has been overlooked. Confusing symptoms with 
underlying biological threats can have enormous ramifications for public policy. Bowen theory can assist 
in looking beyond the symptoms to the biological underpinnings of social unrest.  

  

Formulating Public Policy in Times of Regression 
Patricia A. Comella, JD 
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The Arab Spring phenomenon, for example, which swept the Middle East in 2011, first presented itself as 
a yearning for democracy, but it has other far-reaching consequences, from governmental stability or 
instability (with implications for policy decisions) to the economics of oil production and distribution. In 
two extended examples, I will attempt to show connections between societal phenomena and biological-
level threats that trigger violence. 

Population Displacement 

Displacement of populations from land they long have worked is not new. While modes of displacement 
vary, often people immigrate into already settled land. The origins of the modern Arab-Israeli conflict can 
be traced at least in part to such a displacement. Pulitzer Prize-winning author Amy Dockser Marcus in 
Jerusalem 1913: The Origins of the Arab-Israeli Conflict provides a concise, well – documented 
overview of that process. Her comprehensive analysis relies on multiple original sources 
contemporaneous with the events she describes. (197 ff) 

Marcus shows the dynamics of changing patterns of land ownership, acquisition and use in Palestine 
during the latter 19th century and early 20th. Ottoman legal reforms from 1839 to 1876 granted every 
religion equal status,  allowing both citizens and foreigners to purchase land. (42) Both Jews and 
prominent local Arabs acquired property. Jews, living outside of the Ottoman Empire or as citizens, could  
buy  land  to  support  Jewish   settlement.  

Their acquisitions allowed privileged Arabs to further consolidate their power bases. Similarly, their 
relationships with the central Ottoman government facilitated these purchases and further strengthened 
those relationships. (42-43)  

Marcus distinguishes between these Arabs and Arabs who worked land they did not own. As transfer of 
land from Arabs to Jews accelerated, anxiety rose for both the non-owning laborers and Arab landowners. 
Marcus’ details capture the reciprocal functioning between and among the parties as they regressed to 
relationships in which each regarded the other as the source of threats. Increased land ownership and 
usage sometimes supported Jewish immigration in reaction to both overt and subtle anti-Semitism in 
Europe. It also increasingly disrupted Arab pastoral and agricultural land use that had extended over 
generations. Displacement of Arab workers from the land had economic consequences for Arab society as 
a whole and for families, the society’s basic units. Increasing economic displacement threatened 
biological consequences. According to Marcus, the critical shift began when Jewish landowners 
increasingly began to farm land themselves, rather than relying on Arab tenants who previously had 
worked it. 

As Jewish immigration to Palestine alarmed some prominent Arab families, they obtained changes to land 
transfer laws, limiting purchases to Ottoman citizens. However, Zionist groups continued to purchase 
land with the assistance of Jewish Ottoman citizens. (43) By 1905, Palestinian Arabs were increasingly 
apprehensive about Zionist nationalist intentions. (54) Instead of focusing upon building a power base in 
Palestine through economic development with non-Jewish businessmen, Zionists openly debated whether 
Jewish settlers should employ non-Jewish workers. Some displaced Arab workers had previously owned 
the land they worked but had lost rights to it through legitimate sales to large Arab landowners or through 
shady dealings with them. The anxiety ultimately became expressed in violence. 

Suicide Terrorism 

While some understand suicide terrorism as an individually motivated phenomenon of religious 
extremism, Robert Pape of the University of Chicago postulates a connection between territorial 
impingement and the emergence of suicide terrorism. While not denying an association between suicide 
terrorism and religion, he believes that religious extremism is used as a tool in the service of a more 
fundamental aim.  

Pape distinguishes between individuals who carry out acts of suicide terrorism and the leadership of 
organizations that use suicide terrorism to prevent aggression by stronger societies against weaker ones 
that the terrorist organization supports or with which it sympathizes. These non-governmental 



organizations use violence to intimidate or frighten a target audience. (9) Pape describes suicide terrorism 
as the use of violence by “an attacker [who] does not expect to survive the mission.” (10) Pape’s analysis 
indicates that suicide terrorism generally emerges after less aggressive forms of terrorism have failed to 
halt a growing sense of territorial impingement.  

Pape identifies suicide terrorism as the last of three escalating phases of violence that terrorist 
organizations employ. (9-11) During the least aggressive phase, “demonstrative terrorism,” methods that 
usually do not result in serious harm or undermine sympathy for the causes they espouse. The methods 
aim to publicize their cause(s). In the second, more aggressive phase, “destructive terrorism,” the 
organization coerces opponents by threats of death or serious injury and mobilizes support. These 
methods can inflict real harm on the targeted society, even at the risk of losing sympathy for the cause. In 
the third phase, suicide terrorism becomes the preferred instrument of coercion. The leadership is 
signaling, in effect, that the most affected component(s) of society, with which they have aligned, can no 
longer tolerate the impingement.  

Pape’s use of such words as “nationalism,” “national liberation” and “homeland” suggests a political 
threat. However, foreign occupation that renders a society without adequate control over or access to 
resources within its territory might well constitute a biological threat to that society. The society would 
perceive such a threat when it deems those resources necessary for its survival, security or wellbeing. 
(Comella 2009, 2010) The biological threat becomes more readily apparent when its impact on the 
subsistence of the family, the basic economic unit, is understood. While the methods employed cannot be 
condoned, viewing the problem at this basic level makes it clear (especially in an place that can be seen as 
undergoing an extreme societal regression after WWII) that there are profound emotional components to 
any solution. 

The Principles of the Triangle 

Bowen theory, with its understanding of triangles, also can guide structures and methods for complex 
investigations of natural systems and negotiations on complicated problems. Two-party relationships 
automatically destabilize when reactivity becomes too high, with such patterns as distancing, conflict and 
under-/over-functioning. Often the two parties bring in a third, forming a triangle – the three-party 
emotional unit that Bowen theory considers the basic building block of all human relationship systems. 
Three parties form one triangle. Four parties form four interlocking triangles; five parties form ten; six 
parties, twenty. Ten parties form one hundred twenty interlocking triangles. While the basic emotional 
moves of each two participants in relation to one another remain the same, the number of possibilities for 
movement increases greatly as group size grows. Reactivity can emerge in any of the interlocking 
triangles and spread throughout the system. As reactivity increases, the group has more difficulty finding 
common ground. An interdisciplinary group, while ideal for constructing solid foundations to address a 
complex public policy problem, is no exception. Where emotional reactivity is high, the size of a working 
group (WG) should be just big enough and no larger.  

A two-party WG where there are differences (and there always are) will be too small to manage the 
resulting reactivity. A three-party WG (one triangle) is the smallest WG with sufficient stability to 
function. Its capacity to be productive, however, may be limited, especially when the issue’s complexity 
demands expertise from several disciplines and there is intensity around the topic. As I will discuss 
below, managing emotional intensity requires being in emotional contact with the parties in each triangle 
in a group. As the number of parties increases, the difficulty of maintaining contact increases 
exponentially. 

Intense emotional process decreases participants’ capacity to consider issues thoughtfully, in effect 
trumping their ability to maintain sufficient objectivity to arrive at well-considered outcomes. The only 
practicable course is to proceed incrementally, considering carefully which parties may be best able to 
function in emotionally intense environments and engaging those parties first.   

Whatever issue is being studied or negotiated, a society in regression will have focused on symptoms as 
causative and  embraced positions as potentially curative. Pressures and voices will be exerted, perhaps 



stridently, for quick action and side-taking. Competing sides may make the streets their forum to press for 
quick action, amass allies, show strength in numbers, and gain access to media coverage. Violence over 
differences may erupt. (The recent “Occupy” movements, despite their massiveness, do appear to stand in 
stark contrast to this pattern.)  

Threats focus attention and require resources and energy to respond. While humans are adapted 
evolutionarily to respond to imminent threats automatically and immediately, though unintended 
consequences may result sooner or later. Responding to a chronic sustained threat presents challenges less 
readily addressed automatically. Such ongoing threats distract, disrupt and have a tendency to intensify 
when immediate responses fail to make the threat go away. Under intensifying conditions of chronic 
sustained threat, finding a viable path forward becomes harder and harder. Failure to make the threat go 
away makes it more and more difficult to interrupt the intensification.    

Functioning of human social systems can be understood in terms of how the triangle, their basic building 
block, works. Applying the principles of the triangle can begin to interrupt and perhaps turn around 
disruption. All it takes is someone who can observe accurately the role self is playing in the triangle, work 
consciously and deliberately to control (and interrupt) automatic responses to the perceived threat, and 
remain in emotional contact with the other members of the triangle. (Bowen, 478-480). 

There are two “catches,” however: 

The observation and the control are equally difficult. Observation is not possible until one can control one’s 
reactions sufficiently to be able to observe. The process of observation allows for more control, which, in 
turn, in a series of slow steps, allows for better observation. The process of being able to observe is the slow 

beginning toward moving one small step toward getting one’s self ‘outside’ an emotional system. It is only 
when one can get a little outside that it is possible to observe and to begin to modify an emotional system 
(480, emphasis added). 

Remaining in emotional contact with the other parties is also essential to interruption: 

When there is finally one who can control his emotional responsiveness and not take sides with either of the 
other two, and stay constantly in contact with the other two, the emotional intensity within the twosome will 

decrease and both will move to a higher level of differentiation. (480)  

The following section offers three examples from my experience in the development or application of 
policy, illustrating deliberate and systematic application of the principles of the triangle in the conduct of 
a negotiation. 

Negotiation Triggered by Misunderstanding 

Two parties with no history of bilateral cooperation had conducted ground-breaking negotiations, 
successfully concluding a mutually sought trade agreement. The stage appeared set for its 
implementation. Similar trade agreements between well-established trading partners were in fairly wide 
use in the industry, and it was common practice for such trading partners to follow a standard operating 
procedure (SOP) that established the generic conditions to be met each time a transfer of commodities 
covered by the agreement took place. So well known was the use of such trade agreements and the 
implementing SOP that the subject of the SOP’s use was not raised during negotiation of this particular 
agreement. When the SOP finally came up at the implementation stage, it triggered a crisis of trust in the 
relationship between these newly cooperating trading partners.  

Party A triggered the crisis when it presented the SOP to Party B for signature. Mutual outrage was the 
immediate reaction to the apparent lack of good faith each party had shown to the other during the 
negotiations. Party B cried foul: “What! Jerking us around, are you? Absolutely unacceptable!” Party A 
responded: “What! It’s always done this way! Everybody knows the process!” But everybody did not 
know the process, specifically Party B.  

Getting things back on track required the introduction of a neutral third party capable of rediscovering 
and recovering the common ground that initially had brought the parties together. A newcomer to Party A 
turned out to be an ideal third party. With no preconceived notions about the earlier negotiations, the new 



hire reviewed the negotiating documentation, finding no mention of the SOP’s ever being discussed. 
Further investigation confirmed it had not been. The newcomer also concluded that, based on Party B’s 
expressions of outrage, the SOP would never prove acceptable to Party B. A different approach would 
have to be found.  

This example underscores the criticality, especially in difficult negotiations, of paying attention to both 
intellectual content and emotional process. Trust-building was essential to a successful outcome. 
Moreover, the actual implementing procedure being negotiated had to embody an approach in which the 
parties could continue to build trust as they traded with each other. Party A’s negotiators thought that 
because everyone on Party A’s team knew the SOP and because many similar agreements were in place, 
every party with whom they negotiated knew about the SOP a priori. Wrong!  

The newcomer immediately identified two goals:  

• Tone down the reactivity, both within and between the parties, beginning within Party A;  

• Find a procedure both would find acceptable.  

Party A had to get its house in order before approaching Party B. For Party A, incredulity reigned. “Why 
do we need a unique procedure for Party B? It’s going to be so much work to develop and implement a 
new procedure! We already have a tried and true one!” To which the newcomer’s response (in so many 
words) was “Tough! Do you or do you not want implementation?” The bottom line being “Yes,” 
negotiations got underway one small step at a time.  

The newcomer drafted a letter to Party B, which Party A approved. Both Party A and Party B were 
complex institutions that could be conceptualized in terms of triangles and interlocking triangles. 
“Approval” meant that the necessary agreements to send the letter were obtained within Party A’s chain 
of command. Once approved, the letter was sent to Party B. Using the letter format not only facilitated 
approval of the letter’s substance but also allowed reviewers to focus on its tone. Lowering the intensity 
of the emotional reactivity between the parties was essential for agreement on how to implement the 
agreement.  

With apologies, the letter from Party A explained the source of the misunderstanding and offered the first 
of several possible solutions. To each trial solution, Party B responded with not-quite-categorical 
rejection. Gradually, out of the rejections a picture emerged, at both the content level and emotional 
levels, suggesting a convergence toward what might be a practicable procedure. The picture also revealed 
reservations related to the parties’ limited experience working together. Face-to-face meetings in 
convenient venues allowed better assessment of the trustworthiness of each party in relation to the other. 
Trust-building was also facilitated by growing opportunities for engagement on other matters where the 
parties were seeking common ground. 

Ultimately, the parties agreed on step-by-step implementation that facilitated incremental growth of 
confidence in the workability of the relationship. Specifically, prior to a commodity transfer, both parties 
would have to agree that the commodity fell within the scope covered by the existing SOP. Upon 
agreement, the receiving party would inform the sending party in writing that it accepted the conditions, 
and the commodity would be transferred. If both parties could not agree that it was covered, the 
commodity would not be transferred.  

At a later point, a more streamlined procedure might emerge. More importantly, growing confidence in 
the trustworthiness of each party by the other might also emerge. 

Rectifying a Bad Start 

The overall goal of this multi-party negotiation was consensus on a path in which each party would agree 
to adopt certain measures. By consensus, I mean a negotiating process that continues until the parties 
agree on a path forward or agree that further negotiation is fruitless. In such negotiations, each party is 
usually composed of sub-parties that are involved in formulating the positions that the party brings to the 



table. The parties (and often the sub-parties) operate by consensus, except in rare instances when 
consensus cannot be reached. Depending on the rules established for the negotiation, resolution might 
require a vote or appeal to an entity with authority to break the deadlock. Consensus does not necessarily 
mean unanimity of agreement on all points, but that there are no  objections to going forward.  

This multi-party negotiation got off to a bad start when Party X failed to be thorough and started the 
negotiation by “floating” a proposal to strengthen existing standards for doing business. If adopted, all 
parties to the negotiation would have agreed to implement the proposal. However, Party X had failed to 
identify that one of its key sub-parties held de facto veto authority regarding the proposed standards. This 
sub-party, which would have had to implement strengthened standards, felt that it could not.  

Party X could not agree to the proposal once it was clear that one of its own key sub-parties could not 
implement it. However, the proposal had already been sent to the  other parties to the negotiation, and a 
meeting had been convened to consider whether strengthened standards were needed. 

Party X learned a lesson the hard way: Know who the key parties and sub-parties to a negotiation are 
before taking a great leap forward. (Small steps without impetuosity are more effective than big 
impetuous leaps.)  

Fortunately, the embarrassment of having to backtrack was averted when six other parties reacted 
unfavorably to the proposal. Dubbed the “Group of Six,” this coalition  proposed that the question of 
whether the existing standards needed any amendment should be “studied thoroughly” before considering 
any specific proposal. (“Studied thoroughly” in this case meant “considered and reconsidered forever,” or 
until abandonment of the effort.)  

The Group of Six proposed that a working group study the question. All parties, including X, agreed. 
Party X also explicitly withdrew its proposal, which assisted in toning down reactivity about that and 
focusing on development of a workable plan for the WG. It also laid groundwork for working 
productively with the Group of Six, both individually and collectively. 

Party X did not abandon its goal of strengthening the existing standards. Instead, in parallel with studying 
the question, it began a search for common ground strengthening them. However, before that effort could 
begin, reactivity in the WG regarding Party X’s intentions and choice of negotiator to the WG had to be 
addressed. 

Party X’s well-known and respected chief negotiator appointed a subordinate as Party X’s negotiator to 
the WG. That the subordinate was unknown to the WG parties aroused suspicions of Party X’s intentions. 
At the first WG meeting, the Party X negotiator was confronted with questions that ranged from “Has 
Party X really given up its first proposal?” and “Has Party X lost interest in strengthening the standards?” 
to “Who are you?” (In that regard, I was “you.”)  

The 1987 Danish movie Babette’s Feast was the inspiration for dispelling suspicions and building the 
trust necessary to a productive negotiation. A well-known and respected member of Party X’s WG team 
arranged for a series of informal, small get-togethers over food and wine. Hosted by the Party X team, 
members of other negotiating teams could meet the Party X negotiator and judge for themselves my 
trustworthiness and reliability.  

By the end of the second WG meeting, I had passed from “stranger” to “colleague” and “expert.” 
(“Expert” did not mean “subject matter expert” but that the parties were hearing an accurate 
representation of Party X’s positions regarding its negotiating goals: to forge a consensus on the need to 
strengthen the existing standards and to discern where the common ground for this might lie.)  

Other parties to the WG now believed that Party X had given up the initial proposal but had not lost 
interest in strengthening the standards. They understood that Party X genuinely sought to find out from 
the other parties where they believed common ground might lie (if the parties could reach consensus on 
the need to strengthen the standards). They further understood that Party X had no intention of 
preempting or setting aside the WG’s efforts to decide the question of the need for strengthening.  



Party X surveyed all the WG parties to identify potential common ground and began to build a Core 
Group of like-minded parties, one at a time, starting with members of the Group of Six. Party X also 
recognized that maintaining consensus might require adjusting what constituted common ground. The 
principles of the triangle guided building a Core Group, taking into account both the emerging content of 
a consensus position and emotional reactivity around potentially unacceptable content. After extensive 
negotiations over several years, adoption of strengthened standards was reached by consensus. 

Navigating Societal Regression in the Neighborhood  

A final, more personal and concrete example played out at the neighborhood level, when my dog, a lab-
pit bull mix, went aggressive. I used the principles of the triangle to manage my own reactivity to the 
larger emotional reactivity in neighbors, family members and the veterinarian, as I searched for an 
acceptable outcome for the dog and me. The triangles involved anxious neighbors concerned that an 
aggressive dog, whose owner could not control him physically, might get loose in the neighborhood; 
anxious family members, fearful of owning such a dog; and trusted friends who helped me look at the 
options thoughtfully, without being caught up in neighborhood or family anxiety. They also included 
Moby, whose life was at stake.  

On January 3, 2012, my husband and I adopted Moby, at eleven weeks, from our local humane society. 
He had come via a “kill shelter” in Georgia, a trip north to our local humane society, a hospitalization for 
the deadly canine parvo virus, and two weeks’ isolation while he was still contagious.  

Moby matured slowly. On July 21st, I finally declared him “house trained.” But despite having worked 
with a trainer, Moby and I were not able to achieve “puppy good manners.” 

Sometime in the spring, Moby adopted us. Slowly thereafter, I was becoming vaguely aware that Moby’s 
bark sometimes sounded like a growl, his puppy habit of jumping sometimes looked like lunging, his 
skittishness at almost anything that moved sometimes looked more like he felt threatened, and his puppy 
exuberance sometimes seemed to have an aggressive overtone.  

In June, I realized that Moby was much stronger than I, when he pulled me down to chase a cat. I needed 
help to get up, but Moby would not let neighbors approach. He had become my exceptionally vigilant 
protector.  

Around August 5, Moby went aggressive, first with a neighbor he no longer would allow to approach 
him, and then, on August 7, inside our home when he met a house guest. No one was harmed, but I could 
no longer guarantee that I could keep Moby under my control at all times.  

Following the second incident, in tears, I brought Moby to our vet. My reasoning (such as it was) was to 
remove Moby from the neighborhood and home to protect him and others. He liked everyone at the vet’s 
facility and would be safe there. Neighbors and family would not feel physically threatened by his 
proximity.  

For the next two weeks I consulted with the vet, neighbors, friends and family to try to find a way out 
other than euthanasia. 

The day I brought Moby in, the vet listened carefully as I explained what I believed I was observing. He 
had not  seen such behavior in Moby, nor had any of his staff. He did not wish to euthanize Moby then 
but wanted to consult with the humane society to see if they would take Moby back. I approved, 
permitting him to seek alternatives to euthanasia satisfactory to him as a veterinarian. He took Moby to 
that meeting and called me afterward.  

The humane society staff had refused to take Moby back, even after he passed their temperament test. The 
staff said they had no trainer at the facility, and Moby’s manners were not good enough to be re-adopted 
without further training. The vet sounded dismayed. The staff acknowledged their refusal was contrary to 
policy but remained adamant. This was a blow to the vet, who believed in the humane society’s “no kill” 
policy, which it was now refusing to follow because it did not have the resources.    



Further complicating my considerations, my state’s highest court had ruled earlier that year that dogs with 
pit bull blood were “inherently dangerous.” This potentially involved me in legal and ethical issues.  

During a trip, I used friends as  sounding boards, laying out the facts concerning Moby’s behaviors and 
society’s policies on the responsibilities of an owner for a dog with pit bull blood. Those conversations 
helped me prepare for the next consultation with the vet.  

The vet told me Moby had exhibited aggressive behavior toward him. He now would be willing to 
euthanize him. Once the vet had witnessed aggressive behavior and accepted its reality, I could think 
more clearly about the conditions under which I might place Moby for re-adoption: it could be only with 
someone who knew Moby  and the circumstances. I told the vet that if one of his staff wished to take 
Moby, I could authorize that. No one came forward.  

I talked with neighbors who understood dogs, knew Moby and could listen well. I did not talk with 
neighbors who, I thought, might heighten my own anxiety. The neighbors uniformly reported that they 
had noticed changes in Moby that indicated potential aggression, including a shift from jumping to 
lunging. Word had gotten around the neighborhood about his pulling me down. Without exception, 
neighbors expressed concern about my being able to control him adequately. They were concerned for me 
and about a potentially dangerous dog. Through these conversations, I became clearer about the path I 
would have to follow, and they allowed me the “space” to do it.  

Throughout the process, friends with whom I consulted assisted me to get clarity, coherency and a greater 
degree of thoughtfulness. They helped me identify, explore and assess options. They respected the 
direction of my thinking and could tolerate both the likelihood of euthanasia and my hesitation to do it. 
The calming effect of these neutral third parties helped me think more clearly amid family members 
caught up in the emotional process more intensely and urging me not to delay euthanasia. My emotional 
reactivity had affected my decision-making, though, complicating what should have been a logical and 
well-thought-out process. This was a far cry from global concerns or decisions of public policy, but it 
involved many of the same factors. 

My decision involved two questions: 

• Could I demonstrate I met a standard of absolute control of the dog? No. He could pull me down.  

• Could I responsibly transfer ownership of a dog I thought had become aggressive? I did not think I 
could do so.  

So, on August 21, 2012, I held Moby while he died. It was an acceptable outcome, though not one that 
brought me “peace” or “consolation.”    

Conclusion 

In this article, I have tried to describe why and how Bowen theory can be used to inform the development 
of public policy, particularly around issues that are inherently biological and ecological in nature. 
Examples were chosen to demonstrate the interplay between intellectual content and emotional process in 
the consideration of socie- tal-level issues. I believe that both must be addressed in order to arrive at more 
thoughtful outcomes, especially during periods of intense emotional reactivity. I have tried to illustrate 
this with examples taken from my experience and knowledge of the operation of triangles in both 
heightening emotional intensity and toning it down, I believe that Bowen theory can assist in dealing with 
the emotional intensity that often attends the effort to address complex, controversial public policy 
questions. These examples hint at how it might be done. 
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